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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let x be a complete non-archimedean valued field. 
Let G be a locally compact zerodimensional group with X-valued invariant 
measure. 
Let H be a closed subgroup of G. 
Let L’(G) (resp. L(H)) be the group algebra of G (resp. H). 
In a natural way we can define a restriction functor F+,&(F) from the 
category of L(G)-modules to the category of L(H)-modules. 
We want to find a functor E+&(E) (resp. E +/3,$(E)) from the category of 
L(H)-modules to the category of L(G)-modules which is the right (resp. left) 
adjoint functor of the restriction functor. 
II. THE GROUP ALGEBRA 
Let x be a complete non-archimedean valued field. 
Let G be a locally compact zerodimensional group. 
Let m be a X-valued invariant measure on G. 
Let A be the modular function on G. 
Let L(G) be the space of all continuous X-valued functions on G which vanish 
at infinity. With 11 f II=: sup,,o If (s)l (f EL(G)), (L(G), jj [) becomes a non- 
archimedean Banach space over X. 
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If f is an element of L(G) and s is an element of G we can define an element g f 
(resp. 9J) of L(G) by setting: 
L$f(t) =: f(s-’ t) (resp. Ye,f(t) =: d (s)-‘f(ts-I)) (TV G). 
If f and g are two elements of L(G) then 
IO f (s)%gds = So g(s) %fds. 
This element of L(G) will be denoted by f +g. (L(G), 11 11, *) is a non-archi- 
medean Banach algebra over X called the group algebra of G. 
Let (Ka)aE1 be a fundamental system of q-free open compact subgroups of G 
where q is the characteristic of the residue class field of X 
We can define X-valued functions (u(K,)),,~ on G by setting: 
~W&) = 0 if s@K, 
u(K,)(s) = m(K,)-’ if sEK,. 
If K, c KS then u(K,) *u(Kg) = #(Kg) *u(K,) = u(Kg). In particular we see that 
every u(K,)(aeI) is an idempotent of L(G). If f is an element of L(G) then 
l&d u(lu,)*f=f and lim,,lf*u(K,)=f. 
We see that (u(K,)),,, is an approximate identity of L(G). 
III. GROUP ALGEBRA MODULES 
A left (resp. right) L(G)-module E is a non-archimedean Banach space with 
a multiplication (f,x)+f*x (resp. (f,x)+x*f) (f EL(G),xcE) such that 
Ilf *XII 5 Ilf II IId (r-p. llx*f II 5 Ilf II Hxll>. 
A left (resp. right) L(G)-module E is called essential if for every x in Ewe have 
lim,d u(K,)*x=x (resp. lim,,,x*u(K,) =x). 
Let E be a left (resp. right) L(G)-module. E,, the essential part of E, is by 
definition the closure in E of L(G) *E (resp. E*L(G)). E, is an essential L(G)- 
module and E is essential if and only if E, = E. 
A closed subspace F of a left (resp. right) L(G)-module E is called a left (resp. 
right) L(G)-submodule of E if L(G)*FcF (resp. F+L(G)cF). 
If E and Fare two left (resp. right) L(G)-modules then a morphism between E 
and F is a continuous linear function T: E +F such that for every f in L(G) and 
everyxinE T(f*x)=f*T(x)(resp. T(x*f)=T(x)*f). 
E and Fare isomorphic (notation E Q F) if there exists a surjective isometrical 
morphism between them. 
Let E be a left (resp. right) L(G)-module. For every open compact q-free sub- 
group K,(ae I) of G we can define an orthogonal projection P, : E +E by 
setting: 
P,(x) =: u(K,)*x (resp. P,(x) =: x*u(K,)). 
If K, cKB then Pa 0 P, = P, oPg = Pa, in particular Ker(P,) cKer(Pg) and 
Im(P,) 3 Im(PB). 
In a natural way L(G) is both a left and a right essential L(G)-module. 
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IV. REPRESENTATIONS 
Let G be a locally compact zerodimensional group and E a non-archimedean 
Banach space. 
A representation (resp. corepresentation) of G is a group homomorphism (resp. 
group cohomomorphism) s+ +VS from G to GL(E) the group of all surjective 
isometries from E to E. 
E is called the representation space (resp. corepresentation space) of the repre- 
sentation (resp. corepresentation) “1/ : G + GL(E). The representation (resp. 
corepresentation) o// : G + GL(E) is weakly continuous if for every x in E the 
map s+ C(x) from G to E is continuous. 
The representation (resp. corepresentation) 4 : G -+ GL(E) is strongly con- 
tinuous if the map s+ o&s from G to GL(E) is continuous. 
We will always work with weakly continuous representations (resp. corepresen- 
tations) and when there is no danger of confusion we will simply call them 
representations (resp. corepresentations). 
A closed subspace F of the representation space (resp. corepresentation space) 
E of a representation (resp. corepresentation) 9 : G + GL(E) is called invariant 
if for every s in G oU,(F)c F. 
If @ : G -+ GL(E) and “Y : G + GL(F) are two representations (resp. corepresen- 
tations) of G with representation spaces (resp. corepresentation spaces) E and 
F, then a morphism between Q and Y is a continuous linear function T : E + F 
such that for every s in G T 0 4PS = < 0 T. 
0U and Y are isomorphic (notation 0) z 3’) if there exists a surjective isometrical 
morphism between them. 
In a natural way s + J$ (resp. s + 9YS) is a representation (resp. corepresentation) 
of G with representation space (resp. corepresentation space) L(G). 
V. THE NATURAL ISOMORPHISM 
If q : G + GL(E) is a representation (resp. corepresentation) of G with repre- 
sentation space (resp. corepresentation space) E, we can define an essential left 
(resp. right) L(G)-module structure on E by setting: 
f*x=: jG f(s)WSxds 
(x~E,f~L(G)). 
(resp. x*f =: jG f(s) “u,xds) 
If f is an essential left (resp. right) L(G)-module, we can define a representation 
(resp. corepresentation) 9 : G +GL(E) of G with representation space (resp. 
corepresentation space) E by setting: 
“uSx =: lirnaC1 YS u(K,) *x 
(xEE,sEG). 
(resp. 6kS’u,x =: lim,,l x* gS u(&)) 
In this way the category of essential left (resp. right) L(G)-modules is isomor- 
phic with the category of representations (resp. corepresentations) of G. 
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VI. PROPOSITION 
Let W : G + GL(E) be a representation (resp. corepresentation) of G with repre- 
sentation space (resp. corepresentation space) E. The following properties are 
equivalent: 
1) 4Y is strongly continuous 
2) lirnaEl P, = I 
3) &~I>V/Ira: Pfl=I 
4) 4 has an open kernel 
5) W is localfy constant. 
PROOF: 
P,,-~ll=IIjG ~~Kg~~~~~ou,-~l~I~~~P,,~~ ii%-111 
and therefore 
Ve>Oga~I>b;B>a: [Pg-IIIIe. 
2) * 3): Notice that every P, -I(a E I) is also an orthogonal projection and 
therefore IlP, - I[ = 1 or [Pa - II= 0. 
3) a 4): For every a E I and every s E K, we have 
W’ 0 P, = jo u(K,)(t) 4& dt = jo u(K,)(s-’ t) “u dt 
=jo u(K,)(t)%‘,dt=P,. 
If Ps =I then for every SE K, also 4 =I. 
4) =+ 5): 0~ is constant on the cosets of its kernel. 
5) =) 1): Trivial. 
(We have done the proof only for representations; for corepresentations it runs 
exactly the same.) 
VII. HOM-SETS 
Let G and H be two locally compact zerodimensional groups with X-valued 
invariant measure. 
Let F be a left L(G)-module and let E be both a left L(G)-module and a right 
L(U)-module such that (g+x)*h=g*(x*h) (xEE,gEL(G),hEL(H)). 
HOML(d,(E, F) the space of all left L(G)-module morphisms between E and F 
can be made into a left L(H)-module by setting: 
(h*T)(x)=: T(x*h) (TEHOM~(~)(E,F),XEE, hEL(H)). 
If E is a left L(G)-module then we have a natural isomorphism of left L(G)- 
modules 
& P IHOML(G)WG),E)I~. 
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If E is an essential left L(G)-module then we have a natural isomorphism of left 
L (G )-modules 
E p [HOML(G)@(G)~E)L 
VIII. TENSOR PRODUCTS 
Let E be a right L(G)-module and let F be a left L(G)-module. An L(G)-tensor 
product of E and F is a couple (&, E &co) F) where E&o) F is a non-archi- 
medean Banach space and @o : E x F + E @L(o) F is a bilinear map with: 
l) b@GYII 5 ix! bl] (xc& YEF) 
2) x*~@GY=x@G~*Y (xEE,YEE~EUG)) 
such that every continuous bilinear S : E x F + D, where D is a non-archimedean 
Banach space, satisfying S(x*f, y) = S(x, f*y) (x E E, y E F, f E L(G)), has a uni- 
que factorisation T= T&,0 @o for some continuous linear Te, : EC&G, F * D 
with [ TeG II= 1 TII . 
We will prove that such an L(G)-tensor product does always exist. 
Let H be a spherically complete non-archimedean Banach space. 
If X is a non-archimedean Banach space then the continuous linear maps from 
X to H will be denoted by X#. 
Define now 
HOML(o) (E, F’) =: T : E + F#, T is continuous and linear and 
W*~)(Y)=WK~*Y) (xEE,YEF,~EL(G)) 
Consider the map 
& : E x F + (HOM,,o, (E, F#))# 
defined by (x6& y)(T) =: T(x)(y) (Xe E, YE F). 
Define now E&(G) F as the closure in (HOM,,o, (E, F#))# of the linear span of 
the elements of the form x@o y (xc E, y E F). 
We leave it to the reader to verify that (@o, E &,(G~F) is indeed an L(G)-tensor 
product of E and F. 
We also leave it to the reader to prove that an L(G)-tensor product of E and F is 
unique. 
Let F be a left L(G)-module and let E be both a left L(H)-module and a right 
L(G)-module such that (h+x)*g=h*(x*g) (xeE,g~L(G),h~L(lif)). 
E @L(G) F can be made into a left L(H)-module by setting: 
~*(x@GY)=:(~*x)&Y (xEE,~EF,~EL(H)). 
If E is a left L(G)-module then we have a natural isomorphism of left L(G)- 
modules: 
If E is an essential left L(G)-module then we have a natural isomorphism of left 
L(G)-modules: 
E AL& E. 
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IX. PROPOSITION 
Let D be a left L(G)-module. 
Let E be both a left L(G)-module and a right L(H)-module. 
Let F be a left L(H)-module. 
We have a natural isomorphism of non-archimedean Banach spaces 
HOML(G)(E@L(H) E 0 p HOM,,,, (E HOM,,,, 6% D)). 
PROOF: Left to the reader. 
X. REMARK 
In what follows all the L(G)-modules which we will meet are essential left L(G)- 
modules. When there is no danger of confusion we will simply call them 
L(G)-modules. 
XI. INDUCEDMODULES 
Let G be a locally compact zerodimensional group and let H be a closed sub- 
group of G. Let m (resp. n) be the Y-valued invariant measure on G (resp. H). 
Let A (resp. 6) be the x-valued modularfunction on G (resp. H). 
If +V : G + CL(E) is a representation of G we can define a representation 
&(SP) : H + CL(E) simply by restriction. Using our isomorphism between 
representations and modules we see that we can associate with every L(G)- 
module E an L(H)-module @z(E). 
In this way we have constructed a functor E+,&(E) from the category of 
L(G)-modules to the category of L(H)-modules. 
We want to find functors E + c&E) and E +/3:(E) from the category of L(H)- 
modules to the category of L(G)-modules such that we have natural isomor- 
phisms of non-archimedean Banach spaces 
HOML(G) UT di 69) P HO&(H) (&c(F), E) 
HOML(G,(~~(E), F) P HOML(H,E &(FN. 
The functor E + &c(E) is called the restriction functor. 
The functor E -+ a:(E) (resp. E -‘p:(E)) is called the right (resp. left) adjoint 
functor of the restriction functor. 
The L(G)-modules a:(E) (resp. &(E)) are called right (resp. left) induced 
L(G)-modules from the L(H)-module E. 
XII. THEOREM 
The functor E + [HOM,(H,(L(G), E)], is the right adjoint of the restriction 
functor. 
PROOF: 
Using IX we see that for every L(G)-module F and every L(H)-module E we 
have a natural isomorphism of non-archimedean Banach spaces 
HOML(H) (L(G) @t(G) F, Q = HO&(,, (F WOM,,,, (L(G), E)l,) 
(remember that F is essential!). 
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Now L(G) &o) F, seen as an L(H)-module, is exactly &(F) and we are done. 
XIII. LEMMA 
Let E be an L(H)-module and consider the L(G)-module L(G)eLtHj E. 
a) If H is an open subgroup of G then for every approximate identity (u(K,)),,~ 
of L(G) and every x in E lim,., u(K,) QH x exists. 
b) If H is not an open subgroup of G then for every approximate identity 
W&)),,I of L(G) and every non-zero x in E lim,,, u(K,) Ox does not exist. 
PROOF: 
a) If H is an open subgroup of G then every approximate identity (u(K,)),,~ 
of L(G) with K, c H is also an approximate identity of L(H). 
If K, c Ka then 
b) Let x be a non-zero element of E and let (u(K,)),,~ be an approximate 
identity of L(G). It suffices to prove that 
Il&4Kd)(x) - (PWK~MX)II > E llvll. 
In the construction of tensor products we have used an arbitrary spherically 
complete non-archimedean Banach space H. In this proof we will take for H 
the spherically complete non-archimedean Banach space E##. In a natural way 
E can be seen as a closed subspace of E##. 
Let E be Ilxll/2. There exists a y. in Z such that for every y 1 yo we have llxll= 
= Ilu(K, fI H) *X1(. 
If y 1 y. we can always find an a L y and an element s of G with 
gu(K,)/H=O and YSu(K,)/H#O. 
(Suppose that for every a 1 y and every SE G gu(K,,)/H # 0 would imply that 
gu(K,)/H # 0, then for every a 1: y and every s E G H n SK, # @ would imply 
that H fl SK, # 4. Let t be an element of KY. Clearly H fl tKY # @ and we can find 
a net (ta)aEl (t, E H) and a net (s,),,~ (s, E K,) such that tsa = t, for every a 2 y. 
Clearly t = lim, ts, = lim, t, would be an element of H (H is closed). Therefore 
we would have KY c H and H would be an open subgroup of G, a contradiction.) 
Define an element qs of HOM(L(G), E#) by setting: 
vs(fW)=+WiSfW*x (fcUG),xeE). 
Let W : H+GL(E) be the representation of H corresponding with the L(H)- 
module structure on E. 
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If r is an element of H we see that 
ps(SP,f)(x) = j, (A/c3)(t)f(s-‘tr-‘)A(+’ 4&xdt 
= j, (d/6)(t)(d/6)(r)f(s-‘t)d(r)-‘6(r) +&xdt 
= 5, W@(Of@-‘0 OUrxdt = bp,(f)(W) 
and we may conclude that (pS is an element of HOMLCq(L(G), P). 
It is clear that, if a! 1 y and s E G are choosen as above, then 
II9sM&Mx) - 9s(Wy>>Wl= Il9s@wyMx)ll 
= Ilf(A .@4(Ky)/H)*xll 
= ij, (d/G)(t)u(K,)(s-‘t)~~xdtII. 
Let r be an element of HtTsK, (say r =ssY) then we see that 
HSn (d/s)(t)~i~~)(s-‘t)ql/rx W 
= IIS, (d/6)(r)(d/6)(t)u(K,)(syt)~,xdtW 
=HI~~(~,~~)(t)OUxdt~=~~u(K,nn)*x~~=#x~~>&L&~9~~ 
and we are finished. 
XIV. THEOREM 
The functor E + L(G) &CH) E is the left adjoint of the restriction functor if and 
only if H 13 an open subgroup of G. 
PROOF: 
Let H be an open subgroup of G. Using IX we see that for every L(G)- 
module F and every L(H)-module E we have a natural isomorphism of non- 
archimedean Banach spaces 
HOML(G)W(G) @L(H) 4 F) z HOW( [HO&(G) (L(G), FIleI 
(remember that E is essential). 
Now [HOML(o,(L(G), F)], seen as an L(H)-module is exactly e:(F) and we 
are done. 
Let H not be an open subgroup of G. If we would have a natural isomorphism 
of non-archimedean Banach spaces 
HOML(G)(UG) @L(H) E, F) P HOW( [HOML(G)(L(G), F)L) 
then for every T in HOML,d, (L(G) &,, E, F) and every x in E 
lim,d WUCJ 63~x1 
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would exist. If we choose E arbitrarily and F = L(G) ~$3~~~) E, and if we take for 
T the identity we see that our foregoing lemma gives a contradiction. 
XV. DEFINITION 
An L(G)-module F is called corepresenting if for every closed subgroup H of G 
and every L(H)-module Ewe have a natural isomorphism of non-archimedean 
Banach spaces 
It is clear from the proof of theorem XIV that an L(G)-module F is corepre- 
senting if and only if in a natural way 
HOM,,,,(L(G), F) P F. 
XVI. REMARK 
It is clear that an L(G)-module F is corepresenting if and only if for every Tin 
HOM,,o,(L(G), F) lirnaE1 T@(Q) does exist. 
On the other hand every such Tin HOM Lco,(L(G), F) is uniquely determined if 
we know all the T(u(&)),,~. 
(Using the fact that T is linear and continuous it suffices to know all the T( r(A)) 
where &I) is the Y-valuedcharacteristic function of the open compact subset A 
of G and finally, using the fact that T is an L(G)-module morphism, it suffices 
to know all the T(r(K,)) or equivalently all the T(u(K,)).) 
XVII. LEMMA 
A net (x,),,~ in F determines an element T in HOMLCGJ(L(G), F) with 
T(u(&)) =x, if and on& if 
1) sup,,1 H%II < Qo 
2) for every rr L jl we have PB(xa) = x8. 
PROOF: 
a) If T is an element of HOM,,o, (L(G), F) and if x, =: T(u(K,)) then, if Q L B 
xa = W(Q)) = T(W$) * Wd) = W$) * T(W,d) 
= u(Kg) *x, = P/3(x,). 
b) If (x,),,~ is a net in F with properties 1) and 2) we will find an element T 
of HOMLCo,(L(G), F) with T(u(K,)) =x,. 
Let Y: G + CL(F) be the representation of G corresponding with the L(G)- 
module structure on F. 
Iff= CF=, a&M,,> we define T(f) =: CZEl wW&J%‘,,(x,,). 
We have to prove that this definition is independent of the decomposition off. 
Therefore it suffices to prove that if 
KS = Us=, sd& then m(&)xB =m(K,) Clt=, %&). 
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This follows from 
It is clear now how we have to extend T to an element of HOM,,,, (L(G), F). 
XVIII. COROLLARY 
An L(G)-module F is corepresenting if and only if every net (x,),,~ in F satis- 
fying the properties 1) and 2) of the foregoing lemma has a limit in F. 
XIX. THEOREM 
Let G be metrisable. 
An L (G )-module F is corepresenting if and only if the corresponding represen- 
tation of G is strongly continuous. 
PROOF: 
“G” In this part we do not need G to be metrisable. We know from proposi- 
tion VI that there exists an a,-, such that for every a L Q P, = I. If (x,),,~ is a net 
in F satisfying the properties 1) and 2) of lemma XVII then if (Y 5 CQ x, =x,, and 
therefore lim, E I x, = xao . 
“=” Suppose that the corresponding representation of G is not strongly 
continuous. Using induction we may suppose that there exists a sequence 
WA, l N of open compact subgroups such that if n c m then Ker P,, P Ker P,,, .
For every m in N we can find an element a, in Fwith 0 c 10) I Ilam 11 I 1 (here w is 
anelementof~withO<~w~~l)suchthatP,(a,)=a,andP,(a,)=Oifn~m. 
Define x, =: Cksrn ak. If a is an element of I there exists an m in R\J with 
K,,, C K, and therefore we can define x, =: P,(x,,J (this definition is independent 
of the choice of m). It is clear that (x,),,~ satisfies the properties 1) and 2) of 
lemma XVII. 
If (x,),,~ has a limit in F then also (x,),, Ihl has a limit in F which means that the 
sequence @A E ihl would be summable. This contradicts the fact that 
0 c IwI I [Ia, 1) and we are done. 
XX. REMARK 
When E is a finite dimensional non-archimedean Banach space then every 
representation v : G + CL(E) is strongly continuous. 
When E is a reflexive non-archimedean Banach space then every representation 
*#: G + CL(E) is strongly continuous when G is metrisable (this follows from 
theorem XIX and the fact that HOM LCGj(L(G), E) z E as can easily be verified 
using the reflexivity of E). 
Notice that, when .W is not sphericah’y complete, there exist infinite dimensional 
reflexive non-archimedean Banach spaces. 
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